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GPS instructions for Kabi 
 

1. Press On/off button and hold until power comes up. 

2. Wait, the GPS may be slow. Press Enter to accept conditions of use.  

3. GPS searches for satellites then shows a screen with a map. Be patient until it comes up! 

4. Press Page four times slowly (!) until the quartered screen page appears. 

5. When you are positioned at the bottom mark (mark 3), press and hold NAV/MOB until NAV 
menu appears. 

6. Press Enter for "Go to MOB". When you now drive away from MOB (mark 3) the screen shows 
the bearing and the distance (first in feet then in nautical miles) to MOB (mark 3). 

7. Drive into the direction of the wind reading, towards mark 1 (top mark). Use the compass and 
pick a point in the distance to drive to. While under way the GPS shows the back bearing and 
the growing distance to MOB (mark 3) as well as your current heading. 

8. Upon  arrival at the mark 1 position the GPS shows the distance and the bearing from mark 1 to 
mark 3. Check this bearing with the compass. Drop mark 1. 

9. Do NOT press MOB again but use the compass and head towards mark 2 (gybe mark). 

10. Drive into the direction of mark 2 until the GPS shows the correct distance  and bearing to MOB 
(mark 3). The distance is the same as from mark 1 to mark 3. 

11. Use the compass to check the bearing from mark 2 to mark 1 and the bearing from mark 2 to 
mark 3. Drop mark 2. 

12. When returning Kabi to shore switch off the GPS by pressing the on/off button until the screen is 
dark. 
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